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DONALD DUCK’S ADVENTURE
Jucheon Middle School. Gangwon‐do. South Korea
By: Jenny, Blackjack, Victory and Homesel
In the beginning, Hyo‐ri, a beautiful girl wants to find a special
strawberry outside the castle. She loses her way and her boyfriend,
Donald Duck begins to search for her but she isn’t anywhere.
Next, Donald Duck felt terrible. He couldn’t find her anywhere but kept
looking anyway and decided to go towards Mount Diamonte. He
walked for a very long time and arrived at a strange village. That is
when he saw the masks. He borrowed a mask so he could fly and look
for his love, Hyo‐ri.
Donald Duck became very tired and thirsty. Just in time he found a well,
but the well was empty. Accidentally, he found the Mickey and Minnie
and they sold him water. He took some time to rest with there with
them. After Donald Duck drank the water he became very strong and
could lift anything.

After that he hurried his walk and suddenly a dangerous cow appeared
blocking his path to Mount Diamonte. But because he drank the water,
he was very strong and he lifted the cow and threw it out of his way.
When Donald Duck finally arrived at the temple, he found his love, Hyo‐
ri. They flew into the sky with the help of the mask and arrive back at
their castle in no time.
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Wendy’s Story
Jucheon Middle School. Gangwon‐do. South Korea
By Karen, Ellen, and Me.
After a brave rescue from the Prince, Wendy had realized she forgot
her pillow in the temple. Because her pillow was an important heirloom,
she decided to go back to Mount Diamonte to find it.
First, Wendy met the Sphinx and was asked a set of questions in order
to pass. The questions were easy and she was able to pass unharmed.

Next, in the forest she met Harry Potter and he gave her his broom to
fly fast to the temple and avoid danger. As she was flying, Wendy’s
slipper fell into the Lotus Pond.
Then the Upper Mountain God was at the pond and he said, “Choose
your slipper”, but she couldn’t find her own slipper. Instead, she chose
a silver slipper so the 7 dwarves guarding the temple at Mount
Diamonte would be nice to her.
When Wendy arrived to the temple, she met the 7 dwarves and they
were nice because of the silver slipper. She found her pillow and the
dwarves gave her a blanket too.
In the end, Wendy returned to her castle to be with her prince. She was
at peace and took a nap.
The End.
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A PRINCESS DIARY
Jucheon Middle School. Gangwon‐do. South Korea
By Piglette, Sally, Justine and Rain
In an ancient and old time, Our hero Kimberly was on an adventure to go and look
for Bradley, her love who was lost.
As she began to look for him, she was chased by the monster in the mask
palace. They are different people, but they are attracted to her. She is
confused because she loves Bradley. The Mask Monster wants her to forget
about Bradley.
Kimberly is brave and she becomes invisible to hide from the monster. They are
stupefied. While invisible, she throws a stone at the monster and he throws a
stone at one of the other masked people because he can’t see Kimberly. Everyone
starts throwing stones at each other and in that time, she escapes.
At the mountain, she meets a dog. This is the famous dog that can talk and he
says he knows where Bradley is. She follows the dog and he takes her to the
forest. But the dog was lying and he says he wants her to forget Bradley. She
cannot forget her love and she runs away.
When she is almost at the Temple of Mount Diamonte, she gets very sleepy. She
thinks Bradley is at the temple, but cannot move anymore. She needs to sleep.
The dead goat finds her and begins to steal her when suddenly, Bradley appears.
Bradley found the talking dog and the dog told him Kimberley was looking for him.
The dog only would tell Bradley where Kimberley was if he could have a bone.
Bradley found a bone for the dog and now he found Kimberley.
The dead goat was scared of the talking dog and he ran away. Bradley kissed
Kimberley once and she woke up. They live happily ever after.
The End
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LOOKING FOR A TRACTOR

Jucheon Middle School. Gangwon‐do. South Korea
By Hancock, Chally, James Motin and Jerry
Our Hero, James, is a strong and brave farmer, but he is very poor. He
doesn’t have much money to buy a new tractor so he decides to go to
the temple on Mount Diamonte.
For a new tractor, he must travel all around the world. First he
goes to Africa and there he meets a mask man whose name is Jim
Carey. They become friends and go back to the temple together.

At their next stop, the Swiss Alps, they meet a very ugly gun man and
the gun man shoots James. But, James is so fast that he hit the gun man
first and took the gun away from him. Jim Carey and James then ran
away really fast.
In the Amazon, James and Jim meet Tarzan but suddenly Jim Carey
finds himself in love with Tarzan’s girlfriend so he wants to stay there
with her. James wants nothing to do with this so he finally goes to the
temple.
At last, at the temple he finds a luxurious new tractor and he is so
happy. With the tractor, he returns to his village and marries Jun Ji
Hyeon thanks to his new tractor.
The End.
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THE ADVENTURES OF PIGKING
Jucheon Middle School. Gangwon‐do. South Korea
By Junny, David and Pigking
Once upon a time, our poor hero the Pigking needed to find jewels to
turn them to money. One day Pigking heard a rumour. This rumour was
that there was a lot of gold in Hanrasan. Pigking left for Jeju Island.
Because he had a super power and could become anything, he changed
himself into an airplane and flew himself to Jeju Island.

When he arrived, he climbed to the top of Hanrasan, a peak called
Bacrocdam. He found many jewels and gold just as the rumour had said.
Unfortunately it was a trap made by the evil Jangilsurakero and Pigking
fell in her deep hole. The evil lady attacked Pigking after he fell, but he
found a stone. He turned the stone into a bomb and threw the bomb at
Jangilsurakero.

There was a big explosion and Jangilsurakero died. PigKing won but all
the jewels were broken because of the explosion.
Because he killed the evil lady, the people of Jeju Island gave him the
reward money for her death. He took this prize of $50,000,000 back to
his village and he became rich. Pigking was very happy.
The End.
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LOOKING FOR 3 KEYS

Jucheon Middle School. Gangwon‐do. South Korea
By Julia, Dora, Ann, Lemon and Mathilda
Our hero, Mr. Bean lived in a small village. He loved Miss Strawberry so he went
to Mr. And Mrs. Peanut’s house who were her parents to receive the approval of
their relationship.
But her parents required 3 keys for marriage with her.
As he cried and cried on the street, a mouse came to him. Mr. Bean could talk to
animals so he asked the mouse what he should do. “Go to Mount Diamonte and
you will find three keys” said the mouse.
Then Mr. Bean was walking along the river and suddenly a dinosaur
appeared and attacked him. He saw a key around the dinosaur’s neck
and knew it was one of the keys he needed. He shot lasers from his
eyes and killed the dinosaur. With this, the key was his.
After that Mr. Bean wanted to take a shower in the waterfall but G‐Dragon flew
towards him and threw fire at him. Luckily Mr. Bean could also make force fields
and after G‐Dragon bounced off his force field, he dropped a key. Mr. Bean knew
this was the second key so he took it and continued his journey to Mount
Diamonte.
Near the mountain, a scorpion tried to eat Mr. Bean but
he ran away very fast and then froze the scorpion.
He stole the last key out of the scorpion’s frozen claw.
So he went back to Mr. And Mrs. Peanut’s house and he said “this is for you” as
he passed the 3 keys to them. Finally he had won the approval of Miss
Strawberry’s parents. They knew Mr. Bean was brave and Miss Strawberry and Mr.
Bean got married.
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OUR HERO JERRY

Jucheon Middle School. Gangwon‐do. South Korea
By Jack, Elvis, Kobi and Jerry
Once upon a time, our hero Jerry’s village was clouded by disease and Jerry, being
the bravest of all the village people, decided to go to Mount Diamonte to ask for
the King’s help.
But Tom, Jerry’s enemy who was very mean, blocked Jerry and he wanted to eat
him for lunch! Jerry ran away as fast as he could and finally came to a forest.
In the forest, Jerry was in danger by all the flying mosquitoes. Jerry was allergic to
the mosquitoes and he couldn’t stay long in the forest or he wouldn’t survive.
Luckily, Jerry’s friend, Elvis came to save him and pull him out of the mosquito
filled forest before it was too late and they left the forest safely.
Jerry and Elvis arrived to the mountain but Tom had found them.
He was running after them until Elvis called his monster.
Kobi the monster lifted Tom up in the air and threw him far, far away.
In the palace on Mount Diamonte where the King lived, both Jerry and Elvis
began to look for the King. To their surprise, the King was Tom’s father and
they did not know this. The King tried to kill Jerry and Elvis, but they were
too fast.
The King unexpectedly fell dead by watching the fast moves of Jerry and Elvis.
When the King fell on the ground a large room opened up behind the King’s
throne. This room had the best cure. It was a whole bunch of vegetables! Jerry
and Elvis took the vegetables back to the village and when the people ate them
they got better and the disease disappeared. Jerry and Elvis became heroes!
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MASKMAN’S ADVENTURE

Jucheon Middle School. Gangwon‐do. South Korea
By Leopard, Dennis, Alex and Plum
Our hero was a mask collector. One day he heard of a rumour. The rumour
was spread that there was a diamond mask in the Death Temple on Mount
Diamonte. Because his collection would never be complete until he had
found this diamond mask, he decided to go to the Death Temple.
He would have to travel through the desert to get to the temple and said to
himself “I will be the Maskman from now on”. Soon after he began to cross
the vast desert, a huge sand snake was waiting for him. He tied the snake’s
tail to it’s head and with a rope, threw it away.
But later he ran into a Cyborg in the sand.
The Cyborg was nice and became his pet.
When he finished crossing the desert, he entered the forest and saw a
woman. She said to him, “there is a magic spring here”. He was very thirsty
and drank the water of the spring and suddenly he could become anything.
With his pet cyborg he had almost reached the Death Temple. But red
Dragon tried to stop them from going any further. He was trying to kill them
but the Maskman turned into a very similar dragon and after a long battle,
our hero the Maskman won.
When he finally got to the temple, he turned into King Kong and found the
Diamond mask. He had completed his collection and was very happy!
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